STUDENT SERVICES Fee
Progress Report

Please fill in the gray boxes with the information requested

Department Name: Arizona Student Unions
Project Supported by Student Services Fee: Savvy Student - 265891
Amount of Award: $250,000 Project Type: Program # Years Funded: one year
Contact Person: Patti Waters Contact Information: watersp@u.arizona.edu

Date: 6/15/09

Project Scope: (In 2 sentences, describe the scope of the project being supported by the Student Services Fee including the student priorities that will be met)
This program was developed in response to the student fee survey which showed students wanted greater variety of more affordable food. Every Wednesday students are offered a full meal option for $3.00 at every student union run restaurant. The fee provides a subsidy allowing us to provide this program.

Outcomes: (What were the targeted outcomes and were they met? For example, the project was able to provide 20. We exceeded the amount allocated by over $43,000. This program was so successful that it is being funded for next year, at an increased amount of $70,000.

Student Response: (Summarize the impact this project has had on students, including the number of students served and/or the type of service provided)
Students have realized the substantial value offered by participating resarants the impact has been a substantial savings to enrolled students and continued support for this program for next year.

Attempts to Obtain Additional Funding: (Please provide attempts that have been made to obtain additional funding for this project outside of Student Services Fees including attempts to collaborate with other departments/units in order to sustain the project)
No new attempts.

Other Funding Sources: (Provide a summary of other funding sources secured to maintain this project, if any, beyond the funding by Student Services Fees)
N/A

Provide: (Not Necessary in June Report) The amount of the award spent to date, the use for the remainder of the year and highlight any projected unused balance.

Submit Report: To JoLene Unruh via email attachment: jjunruh@email.arizona.edu
Progress reports are due twice each year: for projects funded FY 08-09, progress report is due by June 15, 2009. For projects funded FY 09-10, reports are due December 15, 2009 and again June 15, 2010.